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Foreword
ISO (the International Organization for Standardization) is a worldwide federation of national standards
bodies (ISO member bodies). The work of preparing International Standards is normally carried out
through ISO technical committees. Each member body interested in a subject for which a technical
committee has been established has the right to be represented on that committee. International
organizations, governmental and non-governmental, in liaison with ISO, also take part in the work.
ISO collaborates closely with the International Electrotechnical Commission (IEC) on all matters of
electrotechnical standardization.
The procedures used to develop this document and those intended for its further maintenance are
described in the ISO/IEC Directives, Part 1. In particular the different approval criteria needed for the
different types of ISO documents should be noted. This document was drafted in accordance with the
editorial rules of the ISO/IEC Directives, Part 2 (see www.iso.org/directives).
Attention is drawn to the possibility that some of the elements of this document may be the subject of
patent rights. ISO shall not be held responsible for identifying any or all such patent rights. Details of
any p atent rights identi fie d duri ng the development o f the do c ument wi l l b e i n the I ntro duc tion and/or

on the ISO list of patent declarations received (see www.iso.org/patents).

Any trade name used in this document is information given for the convenience of users and does not
constitute an endorsement.
For an

expla nation

on

the

volu ntar y natu re

o f s tanda rd s ,

the

me an i ng o f I S O

s p e ci fic

term s

and

expressions related to conformity assessment, as well as information about ISO’s adherence to the
World Trade Organization (WTO) principles in the Technical Barriers to Trade (TBT) see the following
URL: www.iso.org/iso/foreword.html.
This document was prepared by Technical Committee ISO/TC 176, Quality management and quality
assurance, Subcommittee SC 3, Supporting technologies.
This

s e cond

e d ition

technically revised.

c ancel s

a nd

replace s

the

fi rs t

e d ition

(

ISO 10003:2007), which has been

The main changes compared with the previous edition are as follows:
— alignment with ISO 9000:2015;
— alignment with ISO 9001:2015;
— improved alignment with ISO 10001, ISO 10002 and ISO 10004.
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Introduction
0.1

General

This document provides guidance for organizations to plan, design, develop, operate, maintain and
i mprove e ffe c ti ve a nd e fficient e xterna l d i s pute re s olution

for

pro duc t- a nd s er vice -relate d compl ai nts .

Dispute resolution gives an avenue of redress when organizations do not remedy a complaint internally.
Most complaints can be resolved successfully within the organization, without the need for further
time-consuming and more adversarial procedures.
NO TE 1

O rga n i z ation s

a re

encou rage d

process consistent with ISO 10002.

to

de velop

an

e ffe c tive

a nd

e ffic ient i nter n a l

comp l a i nts -h a nd l i n g

There are different methods for resolving disputes and different terms used to describe them. These
methods are facilitative, advisory or determinative (see Annex A). Each method can be used by itself or
the methods can be used in sequence.
This document can be used to:
a) design a dispute-resolution process and decide when to offer dispute resolution to complainants;
b) select a dispute-resolution provider (hereinafter referred to as “provider”; see 3.9) that is able to
me e t an organ i z ation’s s p e ci fic ne e d s and e xp e c tation s .

NOTE 2

Providers from the public and private sectors can take various forms around the world, including

i ndu s tr y- s e c to r s p e c i fic a s s o c i ation s , o mb ud s men a nd mu lti- s e c tor a s s o c i ation s .

Wh i le

th i s

do c u ment i s

d i re c te d

towa rd s

organ i z ation s ,

providers

c an

also

b enefit

from

knowi ng

what guidance is being given to organizations. Providers can also use the guidance in their disputeresolution process.
Organizations are encouraged to plan, design, develop, operate, maintain and improve a disputeresolution process in conjunction with a customer satisfaction code of conduct and internal complaintshandling process, and to integrate them with the organization’s quality or other management systems.

T h i s do c ument c an as s i s t i nd ividua l s and organ i z ation s i n eva luati ng the e ffe c tivene s s , e ffic ienc y and

fairness of an organization’s dispute-resolution process. Implementation of this document can:
—

provide fle xib le d i s pute re s olution th at, i n comp a ri s on with cou r t-b as e d pro ce s s e s , c an b e le s s

expensive, easier and quicker, especially in disputes across borders;

— help to enhance customer satisfaction and loyalty;
— provide a benchmark against which individuals and organizations can evaluate claims by
orga n i z ation s and providers that they op erate i n a n e ffe c tive, e fficient a nd

fai r

man ner;

— help to inform potential users of dispute resolution about the conditions of access, cost and the legal
consequences;
— enhance the ability of the organization to identify and eliminate causes of disputes;
— improve the way complaints and disputes are handled in the organization;
— provide additional information that can contribute to improvement of the organization’s products,
services and processes;
— improve the organization’s reputation or avoid damage to it;
— improve domestic and international competitiveness;
—

provide con fidence o f

NOTE 3

vi

fai r

a nd con s i s tent tre atment o f d i s pute s th roughout the glob a l ma rke tplace .

External dispute resolution can be the subject of statutory and regulatory requirements.
© ISO 2018 – All rights reserved
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NOTE 4 The satisfaction of persons or organizations that could or do receive a product or a service from a
public or a private organization is the focus of this document.

0.2

Relationship with ISO 9001 and ISO 9004

This document is compatible with ISO 9001 and ISO 9004 and supports the objectives of these two
s tanda rd s th rough the e ffe c tive and e ffic ient appl ic ation o f a d i s pute -re s olution pro ce s s . T h i s do c ument

can also be used independently of ISO 9001 and ISO 9004.

ISO 9001 s p e c i fie s re qu i rements for a qua l ity management s ys tem . T he d i s pute -re s olution pro ce s s
described in this document (ISO 10003) can be used as an element of a quality management system.
ISO 9004 provides guidance to achieve sustained success of an organization. The use of this document
(ISO 10003) can further enhance performance in resolving disputes with complainants and increase
the satisfaction of customers, complainants and other relevant interested parties to facilitate the
achievement of sustained success. It can also facilitate the continual improvement of the quality of
products, services and processes based on feedback from customers, complainants and other relevant
interested parties.
NOTE
Apart from customers and complainants, other relevant interested parties can include suppliers,
industry associations and their members, consumer organizations, relevant government agencies, personnel,
owners and others who are affected by the dispute-resolution process.

0.3

Relationship with ISO 10001, ISO 10002 and ISO 10004

This document is compatible with ISO 10001, ISO 10002 and ISO 10004. These four documents can
be used either independently or in conjunction with each other. When used together, this document,
ISO 10001, ISO 10002 and ISO 10004 can be part of a broader and integrated framework for enhanced
customer satisfaction through codes of conduct, complaints handling, dispute resolution and monitoring
and measurement of customer satisfaction (see Annex B).
ISO 10001 contains guidance on customer satisfaction codes of conduct for organizations. Such codes,
in setting out what customers can expect from the organization and its products and services, can
decrease the likelihood of problems arising and can eliminate causes of complaints and disputes.
When complaints and disputes do arise, the existence of codes of conduct can assist the parties in
understanding customer expectations and the organization’s attempts to meet those expectations.
ISO 10002 contains guidance on the internal handling of product- and service-related complaints. This
document (ISO 10003) can be used when complaints are not resolved internally.
ISO 10004 contains guidance on establishing effective processes for monitoring and measuring
customer satisfaction. Its focus is on customers external to the organization. Guidelines given in
ISO 10004 can support the establishment and implementation of a dispute resolution process.
For example, the processes described in ISO 10004 can assist the organization in monitoring and
measuring customer satisfaction with the dispute resolution process (see 8.3). Likewise, information
from a dispute resolution process can be used in monitoring and measuring customer satisfaction. For
example, the frequency and nature of disputes can be an indirect indicator of customer satisfaction (see
ISO 10004:2018, 7.3.2).

© ISO 2018 – All rights reserved
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Quality management — Customer satisfaction —
Guidelines for dispute resolution external to organizations
1 Scope
This document gives guidelines for an organization to plan, design, develop, operate, maintain and
i mprove an e ffe c tive and e ffic ient d i s pute -re s olution pro ce s s

by the organization.

for complai nts

that have no t b e en re s olve d

This document is applicable to:
— complaints relating to the organization’s products and services, the complaints-handling process or
dispute-resolution process;
— resolution of disputes arising from domestic or cross-border business activities, including those
arising from electronic commerce.
This document is intended for use by any organization regardless of its type or size, or the products and
services it provides, and deals with:
— guidance on determining when and how organizations can participate in dispute resolution;
— guidance on the selection of providers and use of their services;
— top management involvement in, and commitment to, dispute resolution and deployment of adequate
resources within the organization;
— the essentials for fair, suitable, transparent and accessible dispute resolution;
— guidance on management of an organization’s participation in dispute resolution;
— monitoring, evaluating and improving the dispute-resolution process.
This document is particularly aimed at dispute resolution between an organization and
— individuals purchasing or using products and services for personal or household purposes, or
— small businesses.
This document does not apply to the resolution of other types of disputes, such as employment disputes.
It does not apply to complaints handling within an organization.

2 Normative references
The following documents are referred to in the text in such a way that some or all of their content
constitutes requirements of this document. For dated references, only the edition cited applies. For
undated references, the latest edition of the referenced document (including any amendments) applies.
ISO 9000:2015, Quality management systems — Fundamentals and vocabulary

3 Terms and definitions
For the pu rp o s e s o f th i s do c u ment, the term s a nd defi n ition s given i n

© ISO 2018 – All rights reserved
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ISO and IEC maintain terminological databases for use in standardization at the following addresses:
— ISO Online browsing platform: available at http://www.iso.org/obp
— IEC Electropedia: available at http://www.electropedia.org/

3.1
association
<customer satisfaction> organization (3.12) consisting of member organizations or persons
[SOURCE: ISO 9000:2015, 3.2.8]

3.2
complainant
person, organization (3.12) or their representative, making a complaint (3.3)
Note 1 to entry: In this document, customers (3.4)
are also considered to be “complainants”.

who re fer thei r comp l a i nts to a p rovider i n the fi rs t i n s ta nce

[S O U RC E : I S O 10 0 01 : 2 01 8 , 3 . 2 , mo d i fie d — No te 1 to entr y ha s b e en adde d .]

3.3
complaint
<customer satisfaction> expression of dissatisfaction made to an organization (3.12), related to its
product or service, or the complaints-handling process itself, where a response or resolution is explicitly
or implicitly expected
Note 1 to entry: Complaints can be made in relation to other processes where the organization interacts with the
customer (3.4).
Note 2 to entry: Complaints can be made directly or indirectly to the organization.
[S O U RC E : I S O 9 0 0 0 : 2 01 5 , 3 .9. 3 , mo d i fie d — No te s 1 a nd 2 to entr y have b e en adde d .]

3.4
customer
person or organization (3.12) that could or does receive a product or a service that is intended for or
required by this person or organization
EXAMPLE

Consumer, client, end-user, retailer, receiver of product or service from an internal process,

b ene fic ia r y a nd p u rch a s er.

Note 1 to entry: A customer can be internal or external to the organization.

[SOURCE: ISO 9000:2015, 3.2.4]

3.5
customer satisfaction
customer’s (3.4) p ercep tion o f the degre e to wh ich the c u s tomer ’s e xp e c tation s have b e en fu l fi l le d
Note 1 to entry: It can be that the customer’s expectation is not known to the organization (3.12), or even to the
customer in question, until the product or service is delivered. It can be necessary for achieving high customer
s ati s fac tio n to

fu l fi l

a n e x p e c tatio n o f a c u s to mer e ven i f it i s neither s tate d nor genera l l y i mp l ie d o r ob l igato r y.

Note 2 to entry: Complaints (3.3) are a common indicator of low customer satisfaction but their absence does not
necessarily imply high customer satisfaction.
N o te 3 to entr y: E ven when c u s tomer re qu i rements h ave b e en agre e d with the c u s to mer a nd

not necessarily ensure high customer satisfaction.

fu l fi l le d ,

th i s do e s

[SOURCE: ISO 9000:2015, 3.9.2]

2
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3.6
customer service
interaction of the organization (3.12) with the customer (3.4) throughout the life cycle of a product
or a service
[SOURCE: ISO 9000:2015, 3.9.4]

3.7
dispute
<customer satisfaction> disagreement, arising from a complaint (3.3), submitted to a DRP-provider (3.9)
Note 1 to entry: Some organizations (3.12) allow their customers (3.4) to express their dissatisfaction to a DRP-

provider in the first instance. In this situation, the expression o f dissatis faction becomes a complaint when sent to

the organization for a response, and becomes a dispute if not resolved by the organization without DRP-provider

intervention. Many organizations pre fer their customers to first express any dissatis faction to the organization
before utilizing dispute resolution external to the organization.

[SOURCE: ISO 9000:2015, 3.9.6]

3.8
dispute resolver
<customer satisfaction> individual person assigned by a DRP-provider (3.9) to assist the parties in
resolving a dispute (3.7)
EXAMPLE

Staff, volunteer, contract personnel.

[SOURCE: ISO 9000:2015, 3.1.6]

3.9
DRP-provider
dispute resolution process provider
person or organization (3.12) that supplies and operates an external dispute (3.7) resolution process
Note 1 to entry: Generally, a DRP-provider is a legal entity, separate from the organization or person as an
individual and the complainant (3.2). In this way, the attributes of independence and fairness are emphasized.
In some situations, a separate unit is established within the organization to handle unresolved complaints (3.3).
Note 2 to entry: The DRP-provider contracts with the parties to provide dispute resolution, and is accountable
for performance. The DRP-provider supplies dispute resolvers. The DRP-provider also utilizes support, executive

and other managerial sta ff to supply financial resources, clerical support, scheduling assistance, training,

meeting rooms, supervision and similar functions.

Note 3 to entry: DRP-providers can take many forms including not- for-profit, for-profit and public entities. An

association (3.1) can also be a DRP-provider.

Note 4 to entry: In this document, instead of the term DRP-provider, the term “provider” is used.

[SOURCE: ISO 9000:2015, 3.2.7, modified — Note 4 to entry has been modified.]
3.10
feedback
<customer satisfaction> opinions, comments and expressions of interest in a product, a service or a
complaints-handling process
Note 1 to entry: Feedback can be given in relation to other processes where the organization (3.12) interacts with
the customer (3.4).

[SOURCE: ISO 9000:2015, 3.9.1, modified — Note 1 to entry has been added.]

© ISO 2018 – All rights reserved
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3.11
interested party
stakeholder
person or organization (3.12) that can affect, be affected by, or perceive itself to be affected by a
decision or activity
EXAMPLE
Customers (3.4), owners, people in an organization, providers, bankers, regulators, unions,
partners or society that can include competitors or opposing pressure groups.
[S O U RC E : I S O 9 0 0 0 : 2 01 5 , 3 . 2 . 3 , mo d i fie d — No te 1 to entr y ha s b e en dele te d .]

3.12
organization
person or group of people that has its own functions with responsibilities, authorities and relationships
to achieve its objectives
Note 1 to entry: The concept of organization includes, but is not limited to, sole-trader, company, corporation,
association (3.1), charity or institution, or part or combination thereof,
whether incorporated or not, public or private.

fi r m , enter p r i s e , autho r ity, p a r tners h ip ,

Note 2 to entry: This document pertains to different types of organizations, each with very different roles in the
dispute (3.7) resolution process. They include organizations that have unresolved complaints (3.3), providers of
dispute resolution, and associations that provide or sponsor dispute-resolution processes. For convenience, in
this document, the term “organization” used alone means the entity against which an unresolved complaint has
been made and that is now or can be in the future a party to a dispute. The terms “provider” and “association” are
used to describe the other types of organizations.
[S O U RC E : I S O 9 0 0 0 : 2 01 5 , 3 . 2 .1 , mo d i fie d — No te 2 to entr y ha s b e en replace d .]

4 Guiding principles
4.1 General
E ffe c tive a nd e ffic ient d i s pute re s olution i s b a s e d on ad herence to the gu id i ng pri nc iple s s e t out i n

4.2 to 4.17.

4.2 Commitment
T he

organ i z ation

resolution process.

s hou ld

be

ac ti vely

com m itte d

to

defi n i ng

and

i mplementi ng

a

d i s pute -

4.3 Responsiveness
The organization should address the needs and expectations of customers with respect to
dispute resolution.

4.4 Information integrity
The organization should ensure that the information about its dispute resolution is accurate and not
misleading, and that data collected are relevant, correct, complete, meaningful and useful.

4.5 Accountability
The organization should establish and maintain accountability for, and reporting on, the decisions and
actions taken with respect to dispute resolution.

4
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4.6 Consent to participate
Participation of the complainants in dispute resolution offered by the organization should be voluntary.
Consent to participate should be based on full knowledge and understanding of the process and possible
outcomes. When the customer is an individual purchasing or using products and services for personal
or household purposes, consent to participate should not be a required condition for receiving them
(see Annex C).
NOTE 1 Consent to participate in dispute resolution can be a required condition in business-tobusiness contracts.
NOTE 2 Consent to participate can be subject to different statutory and regulatory requirements in different
parts of the world.

4.7 Accessibility
A dispute-resolution process should be easy to find and use (see Annex D).

4.8 Suitability
The type of dispute-resolution method offered to parties to a dispute (see Annex A) and the potential
remedies available to a complainant should be suitable to the nature of the dispute (see Annex E).

4.9 Fairness
The organization should engage in dispute resolution with the intent of fairly and honestly resolving
the dispute with the complainant. The organization should select a provider whose dispute-resolution
personnel and dispute resolvers engaged in dispute resolution are impartial and objective, so that
processes, recommendations and determinative decisions are fair to both parties and are recognized
as being made independently (see Annex F).

4.10 Competence
Organization personnel, providers and dispute resolvers should have the personal attributes, skills,

training, education and experience necessary to fulfil their responsibilities related to dispute resolution
(see Annex G).

4.11 Timeliness
Dispute resolution should be delivered as expeditiously as feasible given the nature of the dispute and
of the process used (see Annex H).
4

.

1

2

C

o

n

f
i

d

e

n

t
i

a

l

i

t
y

Personally identifiable in formation should be kept confidential and protected, unless disclosure

is required by law or consent for disclosure is obtained from the person concerned. Similarly, trade

secrets should be kept confidential and protected, unless disclosure is required by law or consent for
disclosure is obtained from the party that has the trade secret.

NOTE 1

Personally identifiable in formation is in formation that when associated with an individual can be

used to identify him or her, and is retrievable by the individual’s name, address, email address, telephone number

or similarly specific identifier. The precise meaning o f the term di ffers around the world.

NOTE 2 This principle can be applied through a policy governing the use and disclosure of information
obtained during a dispute, and providing notice of that policy to the parties to the dispute.
NOTE 3 To encourage the voluntary participation of organizations in dispute resolution, it is sometimes
necessary to protect the identity of the organization, unless disclosure is required by law.

© ISO 2018 – All rights reserved
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4.13 Transparency
Adequate information about the dispute-resolution process, the provider and its performance should
be disclosed to complainants, organizations and the public (see Annex I).
NOTE
Transparency refers to information about the dispute-resolution process, the provider and its
performance, as opposed to personal information about the complainant and trade secrets of the organization.

4.14 Agreement
A dispute-resolution process should be operated with the agreement of the parties.

4.15 Capacity
Su fficient re s ou rce s s hou ld b e made avai lable

for

and com m itte d to d i s pute re s olution, and s hou ld b e

ma nage d e ffe c tively a nd e ffic iently.

4.16 Improvement
I ncre as e d e ffe c tivene s s and e fficienc y o f the d i s pute -re s olution pro ce s s s hou ld b e a p erma nent obj e c tive .

4.17 Customer-focused approach
The organization should adopt a customer-focused approach with respect to dispute resolution and
should be open to feedback.

5 Dispute-resolution framework
5.1 Context of the organization
In planning, designing, developing, operating, maintaining and improving the dispute-resolution
process, the organization should consider its context by:
— identifying and addressing external and internal issues that are relevant to the organization’s
purpose and that affect its ability to achieve dispute-resolution objectives;
— identifying the interested parties that are relevant to the dispute-resolution process, and addressing
the relevant needs and expectations of these interested parties;
— identifying the scope of the dispute-resolution process, including its boundaries and applicability,
and taking into account the external and internal issues and the needs of interested parties
noted above.

5.2 Commitment
Top management should demonstrate leadership in, and the organization should be committed to, an
e ffe c tive a nd e ffic ient d i s pute -re s olution pro ce s s th at con form s to the organ i z ation’s d i s pute -re s olution

policy (see 5.3). It is particularly important that top management demonstrates and promotes this
commitment. A strong leadership and an unambiguous commitment to dispute resolution can be useful
supplements to the organization’s internal complaint handling process, and can allow both personnel
and complainants to contribute to the improvement of the organization’s products, services and
pro ce s s e s . T h i s le aders h ip a nd com m itment shou ld b e refle c te d i n the e s tabl i s h ment a nd d i s s em i nation

of policy and procedures for the resolution of disputes, and by the provision of adequate resources,
including training.
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T he organ i z ation shou ld a l s o b e com m itte d to s ele c ti ng e ffe c tive a nd e fficient providers th at c an del iver

dispute resolution consistent with the organization’s objectives and process design (see Annex J).

NOTE
When the provider is an association, it is advisable that it evaluates its own experience and capacity in
the same way the organization would evaluate potential providers.

5.3 Dispute-resolution policy
5.3.1

Policy establishment

Top management should establish a dispute-resolution policy that is clear and unambiguous. That policy
should describe under which circumstances the organization will inform customers about the disputeresolution process and offer dispute resolution to complainants (see Annex K). The organization should
also determine whether it will require complainants to use the internal complaints-handling process
before initiating a dispute-resolution process. The policy should be made available to all personnel,
complainants, customers and other relevant interested parties. The policy should be supported by
procedures and objectives for each function and personnel role included in the process.
NOTE
The organization can agree to offer dispute resolution in advance of a dispute arising, or on a caseby-case basis after a dispute has arisen, under criteria set by the organization. The organization can make such a
commitment for all cases or only for certain categories of cases. Advance commitments can be made in different
ways, such as the commitment in warranties or a customer contract (see Annex C), in advertised “pledges”, or
agreements with a provider.

In setting the dispute-resolution policy, the organization should consider:
—

identi fic ation o f any appl ic able s tatutor y and regu lator y re qu i rements;

—

fi na nci a l, op erationa l and orga n i z ationa l ne e d s;

— the policy’s estimated impact on customer satisfaction;
— the competitive environment;
— the input of complainants, customers, personnel and other relevant interested parties;
— quality management processes, customer satisfaction codes of conduct and complaints-handling
processes in the organization;
— alternatives for resolving disputes, such as the courts.

5.3.2

Policy review

The policy should be reviewed at regular intervals and updated as necessary.

5.3.3

Policy consistency

The policies related to quality, complaints handling and dispute resolution should be consistent.

5.4 Top management responsibilities
Top management should ensure that:
— dispute-resolution policy is communicated within the organization and objectives are established
at relevant functions, levels and processes;
— the dispute-resolution process is planned, designed, developed, operated, maintained and improved
in accordance with these objectives;
— personnel understand the relationship of the dispute-resolution process to the organization’s
overall customer satisfaction efforts;
© ISO 2018 – All rights reserved
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— the organization determines and allocates the resources needed for an effective, fair, lawful and

e fficient dispute-resolution process, including appropriate training;

— the dispute-resolution process is promoted and communicated to all appropriate personnel in the
organization, and to customers and complainants (see 4.7, 4.13, and Annexes D and I);

— responsibility and authority for dispute resolution are clearly defined throughout the organization;
— notification is given rapidly and e ffectively o f any significant complaints about the dispute-resolution

process, the organization’s representatives in the dispute-resolution process, the provider or
any outcome.

6 Planning, design and development
6.1 General

The organization should plan, design and develop an e ffective and e fficient dispute-resolution process.

This includes the creation of necessary procedures for the dispute-resolution process. The organization
should understand the expectations and perceptions of customers and other relevant interested
parties related to dispute resolution. When establishing and using a dispute resolution process, the
organization should consider and address risks and opportunities that can arise. This involves:
— monitoring and evaluating processes and external and internal issues concerning risks and
opportunities;

— identi fying and assessing specific risks and opportunities;
— planning, designing, developing, implementing and reviewing corrective actions and improvements

pertaining to identified and assessed risks and opportunities.

As defined in ISO 9000:2015, 3.7.9, risk is the e ffect o f uncertainty, which can be negative or positive. In

the context of dispute resolution, an example of a negative effect is customer dissatisfaction resulting
from a lack of information provided regarding the dispute-resolution process, and an example of a
positive effect is that the organization reconsiders the resources associated with dispute resolution as
a result of a review of the dispute-resolution process. These risks can be addressed by reviewing the
allocation and deployment of resources leading to the improved customer awareness of the dispute
resolution process or additional training of personnel to manage an expanded scope of the disputes
referred to the dispute-resolution process.

An opportunity is related to identification o f a new possible way o f realizing positive outcomes, which

does not necessarily arise from the organization’s existing risks. For example, the organization can
identify a new product, service or process as a result of a customer suggestion provided in the course of
dispute resolution.

6.2

Objectives

The organization should determine the objectives to be achieved by dispute resolution. These
objectives should be consistent with the dispute-resolution policy (see 5.3 ), and their fulfilment should
be measurable using suitable performance indicators. These objectives should be reviewed at regular
intervals and updated as necessary.

6.3
6.3.1

Activities
Diagnosis

The organization should evaluate its current efforts to resolve complaints and disputes, in order to
determine whether additional resources or changes are needed. Such evaluation can consider:
— the nature and frequency of complaints and disputes;
8
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— how disputes are currently dealt with;
— ways in which the organization is successful and not successful in dealing with disputes;
—

the co s ts a nd b enefits o f s ucce s s and

—

the co s ts a nd b enefits o f adop ti ng an e xterna l d i s pute -re s olution pro ce s s .

6.3.2

fa i lu re

i n re s olvi ng d i s pute s;

Design

The organization should design the dispute-resolution process based on the analysis of its complaint
handling and dispute-resolution activities, resources and dispute-resolution policy. The disputeresolution process can be linked to, and should be consistent with, other processes of the quality
management system of the organization. The design should take into account the best practices of other
organizations with regard to dispute resolution, and should involve any providers that it expects to
engage in dispute resolution (see Annex L).
Factors to be taken into account include:
— the principles described in Clause 4;
— the types of disputes to be resolved (e.g. which categories of customers and complainants, or which
products and services);
— possible remedies that will be considered;
— types of dispute-resolution methods to be offered (facilitative, advisory and/or determinative);
— whether the organization will make an advance commitment to participating in dispute resolution,
or make its decisions on a case-by-case basis;
— risks and opportunities related to the selection and engagement of providers and resolvers;
—

qua l i fic ation s o f d i s pute re s olvers;

— fees, if any, to be charged to complainants (see Annex D);
— how the parties will participate (e.g. in person, written submission, telephone and/or internet);
— the criteria against which the dispute will be evaluated (statutory and regulatory requirements,
codes of conduct and/or fairness or equity).
NOTE

6.3.3

Associations also design dispute-resolution processes for members and others.

Testing

The organization should consider testing the design features of the dispute-resolution process with
a subset of complainants before application to the full range of complainants. Testing can be done in
a limited geographic area and/or with more than one provider. The results of any testing should be
analysed with a view to making improvements to the design features, so that the organization’s policy
and objectives can best be accomplished.

6.4 Resources
The organization should acquire and deploy resources such as personnel, information, materials,
fu nd i ng

a nd i n fras tr uc tu re, s o that the organ i z ation c a n e ffe c tively and e ffic iently:

— select an appropriate provider;
— contribute to the proper functioning of the provider;
— participate in the dispute-resolution process;
© ISO 2018 – All rights reserved
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— evaluate the performance of the provider, its resolvers and the dispute-resolution process.

7 Operation
7.1 General
The organization should apply its procedures for dispute resolution in a fair, e fficient and e ffective
manner. Where necessary, the provider and organization should adjust their operational procedures
to ensure coordination with respect to dispute initiation, dispute tracking, dispute acknowledgement,
initial dispute assessment, dispute resolution (including procedures for gathering relevant evidence),

implementation o f the resolution and follow-up. A flowchart showing the various steps o f dispute
resolution is provided in Annex M.

7.2 Complaint referral
The organization should apply the procedure for referring unresolved complaints to the provider.
The organization can refer complaints that have been handled and not resolved internally by the
organization. Referrals can also be made in situations where complainants inform the organization that
they want their complaint to be handled initially by the provider rather than by the organization, and
the organization’s dispute-resolution policy allows such referrals. The organization should evaluate the

complaint against the criteria specified by the organization in its agreement with the provider or in a

customer contract. It should refer the complaint to the provider if the complaint meets the criteria. If
not, the organization should close the complaint using appropriate closing procedures. The organization
should also ensure that it keeps track of all the complaints it refers to the provider, so that all of the
complaints are addressed.

7.3 Receipt of dispute notice
When dispute resolution has been initiated, the organization should inform the appropriate personnel.
In addition to the individuals responsible for dispute resolution, others who can be informed include

those with specific responsibilities for quality assurance, complaints handling, customer service and

legal matters.

7.4 Formulation of the organization’s response
7.4.1

Evaluation of dispute

The organization should take the necessary steps to evaluate the dispute. These can include:
— obtaining records of the transaction or process that gave rise to the dispute, including sales records
or advertising copy (as appropriate), inspection or repair records, any resulting complaints-handling

records, and in formation regarding other complaints (i f any) filed by the complainant;

— consulting with technical, legal, sales, marketing, complaints-handling and other personnel working
on behalf of the organization, as appropriate to the dispute.
The organization should keep transaction, complaint and related records in easily convertible formats,
so that the records can be handed over to the provider, dispute resolver and/or other party in an
appropriate format.

7.4.2

Development of initial position

After collecting relevant records and needed input, the organization should develop its initial position
in the matter with respect to its potential liability and the remedies, if any, it is willing to provide to the
complainant. Consistent with the dispute-resolution procedures, the organization should communicate
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its position to the provider, or directly to the complainant (with a copy to the provider). The initial
position can be to
— resolve the matter as requested by the complainant,
— provide some but not all of the remedies requested, or
— provide none of the remedies requested.
NOTE
In dispute resolution, it is not unusual for an organization to decide to offer a complainant one or
more remedies that the organization does not believe are required by law, codes of conduct or other bases. The
organization can do this as a goodwill gesture, as part of a customer satisfaction policy, or in recognition of
the possibility that the dispute resolver, an association administering a code of conduct or a court can view the
situation differently.

7.5 Resolution of dispute
7.5.1

Facilitative method

In the facilitative method (see Annex A), after the organization communicates its initial position,
the organization should be prepared to receive an offer or counter-offer to settle the matter. The
organization can receive such offers either directly from the complainant or through the efforts of the
dispute resolver. If the organization receives a proposal for settlement, it should inform appropriate
personnel of the complainant’s position (see 7.3). The organization can conduct additional evaluation
and obtain additional input (see 7.4) regarding the proposed settlement. The organization should decide
whether to accept the proposed settlement, to reject it or to make a counter-offer. The organization
should inform the complainant and/or the dispute resolver in a manner that is consistent with the
provider’s procedures. If accepted, the organization should refer the matter to appropriate personnel,
such as a legal advisor and those involved with carrying out the resolution (see 7.6).
If a resolution is not agreed upon at this stage, the organization should determine what further disputeresolution methods, if any, are appropriate and applicable to the dispute, and inform the provider of its
understanding in this respect.

7.5.2

Advisory and determinative methods

If an advisory or determinative method (see Annex A) is to be used, the organization should schedule
and prep are

for

its p ar tic ip ation i n the pro ce s s i n an e ffe c tive and e fficient ma n ner. E xa mple s o f s tep s it

should take include:

— assigning a case administrator;
— determining the preferred manner of participation consistent with the dispute-resolution
procedures (e.g. in person, by telephone, by written material);
— conducting further investigation, if needed;
— compiling and organizing the evidence;
— identifying potential witnesses and documentary evidence;
— identifying a range of resolutions to the dispute that are acceptable to the organization;
— determining who has settlement authority in the matter;
— developing an oral and/or written presentation, as appropriate;
— assessing the potential for reaching a settlement before the process concludes;
— participating in the process.
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7.5.3

Settlement

If the process results in a settlement, the organization should refer the matter to appropriate personnel,
such as a legal advisor and those involved with carrying out the resolution (see 7.6).

7.5.4

Acceptance of recommendation

If the process concludes with a recommendation (see Annex A), the organization should give serious
consideration to the recommendation and determine whether to accept it. The organization’s
acceptance or rejection should be communicated to the provider and complainant in accordance with
the dispute-resolution procedures and relevant codes of conduct. If accepted by the organization and
complainant, the matter should be referred for implementation (see 7.6). If rejected, the organization
should communicate its reasons for rejection to the provider and complainant.

7.5.5

Review of determinative decision

If the process concludes with a determinative decision, the organization should decide whether to seek a
review of the decision if such a review is available under the dispute-resolution procedures or applicable
law. The purpose of this review is to evaluate whether the relevant dispute-resolution principles (see
Clause 4) and procedures were followed correctly. If there is no review available, or if the organization
decides not to seek such a review, the decision should be referred to appropriate personnel within the
organization to ensure that the resolution is carried out (see 7.6).

7.6 Implementation of resolution
After the dispute is resolved, the organization should take whatever steps are necessary to carry out
the resolution in a manner that is consistent with the settlement, recommendation or determinative
decision. These steps should include:
—

de term i n i ng

i f any

s p e ci fic

ac tion s

are

re qu i re d

for

o f the

i mplementation

re s olution

by

the

organization (e.g. the payment of a refund or other amount, repair of the product, provision of a
s er vice, or ta ki ng o ther s p e ci fic ac tion that ha s b e en ordere d or agre e d up on) ;

NO TE 1

T here c a n b e s p e c i fic ac tion s the comp l a i n a nt ne e d s to ta ke

for

the s e ttlement, re com mendation

or determinative decision to be implemented (e.g. returning the product as a condition of a refund, bringing
the product to a repair facility designated by the organization, or providing evidence of any loss or harm
incurred due to the service failure).

— assigning responsibilities for such actions to appropriate personnel within and outside the
orga n i z ation

(e . g.

c u s tomer

relation s ,

fi na nc i a l

o fficer,

d i s tributors ,

franch i s e e s ,

s a le s

and

manufacturing) and informing this personnel of applicable deadlines or expected implementation
time frames, as appropriate;

— coordinating the implementation of the resolution among responsible personnel, the complainant
and others, and monitoring the progress of implementation of the resolution by each;
—

con fi rm i ng ne ce s s ar y ac tion s h ave b e en comple te d;

— notifying the provider when implementation of the resolution has been completed or, if
implementation is delayed, with reasons for such delay;
— determining the complainant’s satisfaction with implementation of the resolution and closing the
d i s pute i f the complai nant i s s ati s fie d, and de term i n i ng wh at, i f any, add itiona l ac tion i s ne e de d i f
the complai nant i s no t s ati s fie d with i mplementation o f the re s olution .

NOTE 2 Additional action can include further steps to ensure implementation of the resolution, or a
resumption of the dispute-resolution process.
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When the resolution of the dispute has been satisfactorily implemented, or if the process concludes
without re d re s s , the organ i z ation may clo s e its fi le on the d i s pute and i n form appropriate p ers on nel

within and outside the organization. Records of the dispute should be maintained consistent with the
organization’s record retention policy.

8 Maintenance and improvement
8.1 Monitoring
The organization should collect and record information on the nature, progress and results of all
disputes. The organization can maintain its own dispute-resolution data or use data obtained from the
provider. Information collected should be relevant, correct, complete, meaningful and useful.

8.2 Analysis and evaluation
The organization should regularly analyse the dispute-resolution information that it collects or obtains
to identify systemic and unique problems, trends and opportunities for improvement or changes in
the organization’s products, services, customer satisfaction efforts, complaints-handling and disputeresolution procedures, representation in dispute resolution, and provider selection.

8.3 Evaluation of the satisfaction with the dispute-resolution process
There should be regular action taken to determine the levels of satisfaction of complainants with
the dispute-resolution process. This can take the form of random surveys of complainants and
other techniques.
NOTE

See ISO 10004 for guidance on monitoring and measuring customer satisfaction.

8.4 Management review
8.4.1

General

Top management should regularly review the organization’s dispute-resolution process to:
—

ma i nta i n the s u itabi l ity, ade quac y, e ffe c tivene s s a nd e fficienc y o f the d i s pute -re s olution pro ce s s;

— deal with instances of serious non-compliance with settlements, recommendations and
determinative decisions made in dispute resolution;
—

identi fy and corre c t deficiencie s i n the organ i z ation’s repre s entation i n the d i s pute -re s olution pro ce s s;

— assess risks and opportunities and the need for changes to the dispute-resolution process, and to
the organization’s products, services, processes, and customer satisfaction efforts;
— evaluate the effectiveness of the actions taken in relation to risks and opportunities.

8.4.2

Input

Management reviews should consider information related to dispute resolution on:
— external factors, e.g. changes in statutory and regulatory requirements, practices of competitors or
technological innovations;
— internal factors, e.g. changes in policy, objectives, organizational structure, available resources,
processes and products and services offered;
— the overall performance of the dispute-resolution process;
© ISO 2018 – All rights reserved
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— feedback on the dispute-resolution process;
— results of assessments of the provider’s methods;
— risks and opportunities, including the related actions;
— effectiveness of the actions taken to address risks and opportunities;
— status of corrective actions;
— actions decided at previous reviews.
NOTE

The information on the overall performance of the dispute-resolution process could include

e ffe c ti vene s s ,

e ffic ienc y,

c u s tomer

con fidence

in

the

o rga n i z atio n ,

c u s tomer

s ati s fac tio n ,

p ercentage

of

complaints resolved, costs (including in comparison to potential court costs), and the results of the continual
evaluation of the provider.

8.4.3

Output

The output from management reviews should include decisions on such matters as:
—

i mprovements i n the e ffe c tivene s s a nd e ffic ienc y o f the d i s pute -re s olution, complai nts -ha nd l i ng

and other processes, and in products and services;

— competence, performance and suitability of the current dispute-resolution provider;
—

de a l i ng with identi fie d organ i z ationa l ne e d s and defic ienc ie s (e . g. tra i ni ng pro gram me s) relate d to

dispute resolution.

Records of management reviews should be established and maintained.

8.5 Continual improvement
T he orga n i z ation s hou ld conti nua l ly i mprove the e ffe c tivene s s and e fficienc y o f the d i s pute -re s olution

process. This can be achieved through corrective actions, actions taken in relation to risks and
opportunities, and innovative improvements.
The organization should take action to eliminate the causes of existing and potential problems leading
to complaints, in order to prevent recurrence and occurrence, respectively.
The organization should:
— explore, identify and apply best practices in the dispute-resolution process;
— foster a customer-focused approach within the organization;
— encourage innovation in the development of dispute resolution;
— inform those responsible for developing the dispute-resolution process of any problems in
the process;
— recognize instances where dispute resolution was provided in an exemplary manner.
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Annex A
(informative)
Guidance on dispute-resolution methods
A.1

General

The terminology used to describe the different types of dispute-resolution methods varies throughout
the world. The same term is sometimes used to describe a particular method in one country, and
to describe a different method in another country. To avoid terms that are used inconsistently, this
document uses the function-based terms “facilitative”, “advisory” and “determinative” to describe the
various methods. This annex provides guidance on important characteristics of the different methods,
and identi fie s d i fferent term i nolo g y u s e d around the world to de s c rib e tho s e me tho d s .

NOTE
National standards bodies can supplement this annex with one containing terminology used in the
nation concerned.

A.2

Facilitative method

A facilitative method is one in which the parties receive assistance in reaching an agreement on the
resolution of the dispute. In general, no particular outcome is recommended by the dispute resolver. No
determination of an outcome is made. Facilitative methods can range from passive to active.
The more passive method is one in which assistance from the provider’s personnel is limited to helping
the parties in their communications. Such assistance can involve the use of a provider’s software
technology, such as an online dispute-resolution platform that is internet-based. In a passive method,
the provider’s personnel or technology only transmits the parties’ positions and proposed solutions and
incorporates and records any agreement, which can then be enforceable as a contract. Such facilitation
is often called conciliation or assisted negotiation . In some parts of the world, however, the more passive
method is called mediation .
The more active method entails the active participation of a dispute resolver intended to assist the
parties to identify the issues, to generate options, to consider alternatives and to endeavour to reach an
agreement, which can be enforceable as a contract. This more active facilitative method is often called
mediation . In some parts of the world, however, the more active method is called conciliation .
The dispute resolver using an active facilitative method is sometimes called a facilitator, conciliator,

mediator or neutral.

A.3

Advisory method

An advisory method is one in which the parties are given suggestions on how factual, legal and other
issues should be resolved, on possible outcomes and how they can be achieved and, in some cases,
recommendations.
This type of method is sometimes called non-binding arbitration, evaluation or mini-trial. Adherence
by an organization to the recommendation of an advisory process, even though not legally binding, is
sometimes taken into account in determining whether a code of conduct to which the organization has
com m itte d ha s b e en s ati s fie d (s e e ISO 10001).
The dispute resolver using an advisory method can be called an adviser, arbitrator, panel, evaluator,
neutral or ombudsman .
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A.4

Determinative method

A determinative method is one in which the dispute is evaluated, factual issues are resolved and
sometimes documented, and a decision is given on how the dispute should be resolved.
This method is legally binding on the parties and enforceable in court
a) in the absence of further action by either party, or
b) if accepted within a certain period of time, by the complainant, or
c)

if not rejected within a certain period of time, by either party.

NOTE 1 The situation described in bullet a) is typically referred to as (binding) arbitration or evaluation ;
the situations described in bullets b) and c) are sometimes referred to as conditionally binding arbitration
or evaluation .
NOTE 2

As indicated elsewhere, in some parts of the world it is not permitted to bind some complainants legally.

The dispute resolver using a determinative method can be called an adviser, arbitrator, panel, evaluator,
neutral or ombudsman.
NOTE 3 In some parts of the world, the same dispute resolver can conduct more than one method of dispute
resolution in the same dispute, e.g. a facilitator can move from active facilitation to providing advice (at that time
b e co m i ng a n advi s er) i f the co mp l a i n a nt h a s no t b e en s ati s fie d i n the

fac i l itative

p ro ce s s . S i m i l a rl y, a

fac i l itato r

can render a decision if the facilitative process has not resolved the case. In other parts of the world, statutory or
regulatory requirements do not allow the dispute resolver to conduct more than one type of dispute-resolution
process in the same dispute.
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Annex B
(informative)
Interrelationship of ISO 10001, ISO 10002, this document
and ISO 10004
Figure B.1 illustrates the organization’s processes related to code of conduct, complaint handling,
external dispute resolution, and customer satisfaction monitoring and measuring.
NOTE

A complaint can be initiated by a customer or another complainant.
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Figure B.1 — Interrelationship of ISO 10001, ISO 10002, this document and ISO 10004
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Annex C
(informative)
Guidance on consent to participate
C.1

General

Participation of complainants in dispute resolution offered by the organization should be voluntary.
Consent to participate should be based on full knowledge and understanding of the process and possible
outcomes. When the customer is an individual purchasing or using products and services for personal
or household purposes, consent to participate should not be a required condition for receiving these
products and services.
Voluntary consent to participate is based on both the parties’ full knowledge and understanding of the
process and possible outcomes.
T here a re two s ign i fic a nt i s s ue s regard i ng con s ent to p ar tic ip ate:

— what information should be provided to the customer and complainant so that consent to participate
is based on full knowledge and understanding (see C.2);
— when is it appropriate to obtain consent to participate (see C.3 regarding consent to participate
before the dispute arises; see C.4 regarding consent to participate after the dispute has arisen).

C.2

Information prior to consent to participate

Information about dispute resolution provided to customers and complainants prior to consent to
participate should include:
— the method(s) of dispute resolution used;
— the scope of authority of the provider;
— the fees, if any, complainants will have to pay;
— possible types ofremedies, maximum compensation that can be awarded and possible reimbursement
for expenses that have been incurred in dispute resolution;
— the criteria against which the dispute will be evaluated (e.g. codes of conduct, legal principles, equity);
—

s ign i fica nt d i fference s

from

cou r t pro ce du re s;

— a statement of the precise dispute or type(s) of dispute to which the consent to participate applies;
— the name of the provider, how to access the process and how to obtain a copy of the applicable
dispute-resolution procedures;
— expected time frames for the completion of each different method;
—

whe ther

the

compla i na nt wi l l

determinative decision.

NOTE

be

givi ng

up

the

right to

go

to

cou r t i f no t s ati s fie d

with

the

In some parts of the world, asking the complainant to give up the right to go to court is not lawful.
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C.3

Consent to participate prior to the dispute arising

A condition in a sales contract sometimes requires a customer to use binding dispute resolution and to
give up his right to use the courts. This is frequently included in contracts between organizations. In
some parts of the world, this type of contract is unlawful, where the customer purchases products and
services for personal or household purposes.
Organizations wishing to enhance customer satisfaction can consider other dispute-resolution
te ch n ique s th at c an ach ieve many o f the b enefits o f pre - d i s pute clau s e s , but wh ich do no t re qu i re the

parties to give up their right to use the court system. These other techniques include:
— facilitative methods that aim to achieve voluntary resolution by the parties;

— methods that result in recommendations that become binding if both parties agree;
— determinative methods that are binding only when the complainant accepts the decision;
— agreements to participate in dispute resolution made after the dispute arises.

C.4

Consent to participate after the dispute arises

Where consent to participate in determinative dispute resolution is obtained after a dispute arises, the
parties should sign an agreement to participate, which should contain a description of the dispute to be
submitted to the dispute-resolution process, the name of the provider and how to obtain a copy of the
applicable dispute-resolution procedures, and the scope of the dispute resolver’s authority.
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Annex D
(informative)
Guidance on accessibility
D.1

General

A dispute-resolution process should be easy to find and use.
Accessibility to dispute resolution depends on effective communications and promotion regarding the
availability of the process, affordable costs for using the process, and absence of barriers to invoking
and participating in the process.
D.2 to D.7 give examples of different ways of making the dispute-resolution process reasonably accessible.

D.2

Communication

The availability of dispute resolution should be communicated widely to complainants, other customers
and other relevant interested parties.
Information and assistance should be made available in whatever languages or formats are used in the
information pertaining to the products and services when offered or delivered. Information should be
written in clear and unambiguous language, and it should be available in alternative formats, such as
audio, large print, large raised letters, Braille, by email or on an accessible website.
NOTE
An alternative format describes a different presentation or representation intended to make
information accessible through a different modality or sensory ability. By providing all input and all output (i.e.
information and functions) in at least one alternative format (e.g. visual and tactile), more people, including
some with language/literacy problems, can be helped. Presentation factors that can affect legibility and ease of
understanding include:
— layout;
— print colour and contrast;
— size and style of font and symbols;
— the choice and use of multiple languages.
Instructions for use of products by consumers is given in ISO/IEC Guide 37.

Communications can be made by the organization at various times, such as at the point of sale and at the

time a complaint is filed with the organization. As a minimum, the organization should communicate at
the end of unsuccessful internal complaint handling processes.

These communications are most effective if placed in multiple locations, such as in customer satisfaction
codes of conduct, on store displays, websites, complaint forms, sales contracts and documents ending
an internal complaint handling process.

D.3

Fees

Providing dispute resolution to customers at no cost, or at a cost that is reasonable given the value of
the dispute, should result in an affordable process.
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D.4

Invoking process and participation

Un s ati s fie d complai nants s hou ld b e given an opp or tu n ity to i nvoke a nd p ar tic ip ate i n the d i s pute -

resolution process in as many ways as is reasonably possible.

Telephone, mail, fax or online submissions are all valuable methods that should be considered. The
me tho d s s ele c te d s hou ld b e convenient

for c as e

fi l i ngs , acce s s i ng c as e i n formation or ob ta i n i ng a n s wers

to questions. In cross-border dispute resolution and other circumstances where the organization and
the complainant reside at great distance from each other, it is especially important that methods of
dispute resolution are used that facilitate participation without requiring travel.

D.5

Information

Easy-to-understand and complete forms for initiation of dispute resolution, and other literature
that describe the dispute-resolution process and explain how parties can best participate, should be
made available.
Information and forms should be provided in the same languages as those used to market the products
and services.

D.6

Trained personnel

Trained personnel and other resources to assist all parties with any aspect of the dispute-resolution
pro ce s s , i nclud i ng fi l i ng a d i s pute, pre s entation o f the c as e and e xplanation o f the s cop e o f the pro ce s s ,

should be available.

The assistance provided should also consider the needs of persons with disabilities or other special
needs, so that they can participate effectively.

D.7

Informality

The process should be kept as informal as appropriate to the circumstances of the dispute.
Formal rules, as applied in a court of law, need not be followed. The parties should be allowed to present
their own positions, arguments and evidence and to hear or see the substantive part of those of the
other party, although a dispute resolver can limit the evidence, if it is irrelevant or repetitive.
Parties should be allowed to be represented or assisted by any person of their choice, unless local
l aw wou ld no t a l low s uch repre s entation . T he provider shou ld con fi rm th at the choice ha s b e en made

voluntarily. It is also helpful for a represented party to appear personally during the process, as that
usually results in the best evidence being presented and ensures that someone with the authority to
settle the dispute is available.
Presentations can be made in person, by telephone or other electronic communication, or in writing.
T he p ar tie s s hou ld b e given fle xibi l ity i n the man ner o f thei r pre s entation .
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Annex E
(informative)
Guidance on suitability
E.1

General

The type of dispute-resolution method offered to parties to a dispute, and the potential remedies
available to a complainant, should be suitable to the nature of the dispute.

E.2

Suitability of methods

Organizations can choose to offer complainants one or more types of dispute-resolution methods,
depending on such factors as:
— organizational needs and circumstances;
— customer preferences;
— provider recommendations;
— the likely duration of dispute resolution;
— costs;
— the complexity of the issues;
—

the ne e d

for

con fidenti a l ity;

— the desire or need for a continuing relationship between the parties;
— relative bargaining strengths of the parties;
—

the ne e d

for

flexible outcome s;

—

the ne e d

for

a de ci s ion or fi nd i ngs on con fl ic ti ng evidence;

— the need for external enforcement;
— the need for technical or other experts and the importance of legal issues;
— the need for public scrutiny of the outcome.
A provider that offers a facilitative method in accordance with the organization’s dispute-resolution
policy should generally offer that method as a preferred means of resolving a dispute. Facilitative
methods are very often faster, less expensive and less adversarial. If facilitative methods do not resolve
the dispute and the organization has chosen to make other dispute-resolution methods available, these
other methods should be offered.

E.3

Suitability of remedies

T he organ i z ation s hou ld authori ze the provider to award reme d ie s at le a s t s u ffic ient to comp en s ate

for the problem that created the complaint. Remedies that should be considered and offered, if
appropriate, include:
— repair of a product;
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— refund of the cost of a product;
— refund of the cost of a service;
— rescission of the contract of sale;
—

a d i re c tive to one o f the p a r tie s to ta ke s p e ci fic ac tion to re c ti fy the problem .

Additional remedies can be permitted or required by local law, e.g. lawyer’s and other representative’s
fees, related damages and other damages.
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Annex F
(informative)
Guidance on fairness
The organization should engage in dispute resolution with the intent of fairly and honestly resolving
the dispute with the complainant. The organization should select a provider whose dispute-resolution
personnel and dispute resolvers engaged in dispute resolution are impartial and objective, so that
processes, recommendations and determinative decisions are fair to both parties and are recognized
as being made independently.
D i s pute re s olvers a nd d i s pute -re s olution p ers on nel shou ld b e i n s u late d

from

i n fluence by p ar tie s at a l l

times in the process, so that their efforts to determine eligibility and to reach a resolution of a dispute
are the result of independent judgement. Impartiality, objectivity and fairness can be best achieved by
a combination of activities.
NOTE 1 In most private sector “business-to-customer” dispute-resolution schemes, funding comes from an
association and/or the business party to a particular dispute. This funding can represent all or a substantial part
of the cost of the process. In addition, an association providing or endorsing a dispute-resolution process is likely
to be governed by members, who can from time to time be parties to dispute resolution under the scheme. This
“ fa i r ne s s ” p r i nc ip le i s i ntende d to en s u re th at e ffo r ts to re s ol ve a ny d i s pute a re no t i n fluence d b y the s e fi n a nc i a l

or membership relationships.

NOTE 2 The term “dispute-resolution personnel” is used in recognition of the fact that a provider is likely
to have executive level personnel not engage d i n d i s p ute re s olution (e . g. the ch ie f e xe c uti ve o fficer, ch ie f
op eratio n s o fficer o r ch ie f fi n a nc i a l o fficer) , b ut who ne go tiate contrac ts a nd en gage i n o ther rel ation s h ip s with

business participants that are unrelated to the handling of any dispute. The fairness and independent judgement
requirement is pertinent to the resolution of particular disputes.

Fairness can be best achieved by a combination of activities, such as:
— applying advisory or determinative methods according to published procedures that are made
available to the parties prior to initiation of any process; such procedures and their application
should provide all parties with full, fair and equivalent opportunities to participate in any methods,
and should ensure that any recommendations or decisions are based on the evidence and arguments
presented to the dispute resolver;
—

adop ti ng con fl ic t o f i ntere s t p ol ic ie s and e th ic a l co de s

for

p ers onnel and d i s pute re s olvers , and

only assigning dispute resolvers to a dispute-resolution process where they can be expected to be
obj e c tive; a d i s pute re s olver ’s p ers ona l

fe el i ngs ,

opi nion s or i ntere s ts shou ld no t i n fluence h i s/ her

conduct, e.g. if a dispute resolver is employed by one party to a dispute, this can affect the ability of
the dispute resolver to maintain objectivity;
— assuring that compensation (if any) of dispute resolvers is not affected by the nature of particular
settlements, recommendations, or determinative decisions;
— not relieving dispute resolvers of duties without just cause;
— assigning dispute resolvers in a way that minimizes repeated service with any particular party;
— when a provider is funded in whole or part by an organization that is a party to the dispute, assuring
th at

fu nd i ng

con s ideration s do no t i n fluence the re s olution o f p ar tic u la r d i s pute s;

— disclosing to the parties the identity of the dispute resolver selected to resolve a dispute, along
with any relationship the dispute resolver has with either party that can reasonably be perceived
as affecting impartiality; the parties should be allowed an opportunity to challenge the selection of
any dispute resolver for good cause;
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— making available to complainants the services of technical experts (including legal experts), where
appropriate and necessary for the fair resolution of the dispute;
— where allowed by local law, providing for compulsion of testimony in an application of a determinative
method, when needed for the fair resolution of a dispute;
— clearly communicating to the parties the dispute resolver’s scope of authority and assuring that any
recommendation or determinative decision is within the scope of that authority;
— disclosing to the parties in advance the criteria used for recommendations or determinative decisions;
— communicating in plain language and in writing the recommendation or decision, and its rationale,
to the orga ni z ation and compla i na nt, with s u fficient de tai l s o th at it c a n b e e ffe c tively i mplemente d;

NOTE 3 When not contrary to applicable law, determinative decisions can be based on legal principles,
equity, codes of conduct, or a combination of these.

— where a recommendation for settlement is accepted by the parties, documenting it in writing so
that it is enforceable under applicable law;
— determining whether the parties have complied with any settlement or determinative decision.
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Annex G
(informative)
Guidance on competence
G.1

General

Organization personnel, providers and dispute resolvers should have the personal attributes, skills,
training and experience necessary to discharge their responsibilities in a satisfactory manner. These
should be maintained and improved through means such as additional work experience, continual
training including supervision, and periodic re-evaluation.
Competence can be ensured through a number of techniques. These are set out below.
G

.

2

Q

u

a

l

i

Qua l i fic ation s

f
i

c

for

a

t
i

o

n

s

p ers on nel and d i s pute re s olvers shou ld b e e s tabl i she d s uch that they en s u re the ski l l

level appropriate to the disputes to be heard by the provider, and they emphasize diligence and honesty
as i mp or tant qua l i fic ation s .

G.3

Training

Training should be provided to personnel and dispute resolvers in required knowledge and skills,
for example:
— any applicable eligibility requirements pertinent to disputes to be heard by the provider;
— the importance of fairness and methods to achieve it;
— the techniques available to assist the parties;
— the policies and procedures applicable to the conduct of each method of dispute resolution in which
they will engage;
— any applicable legal principles, codes of conduct or principles of equity that apply in a dispute.
NOTE
Depending on the type of disputes to be heard, the bases of recommendations or determinative
decisions, and the preferences of the organization, formal legal training and professional licensing of dispute
resolvers, is not always necessary, unless required by local law.

G.4

Periodic evaluation

Perio d ic eva luation o f the

p er forma nce

e s tabl i s he d b y the provider

for

NOTE

and qua l i fic ation s

o f d i s pute

re s olvers ,

a nd o f the

criteri a

d i s pute re s olvers ’ qua l i fic ation s , s hou ld b e u nder ta ken .

Additional guidance concerning the competence of personnel is provided in ISO 10015.
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Annex H
(informative)
Guidance on timeliness
Dispute resolution should be delivered as expeditiously as feasible given the nature of the dispute and
the nature of the process used.
In applying this principle, it is helpful to establish expected time frames for the completion of each
different method offered, and to communicate them to all relevant parties. Time frames should be
s u ffic iently fle xible to ta ke account o f the d i fference s i n the comple xity o f d i s pute s and the d i fferent

needs and expectations of parties in a particular dispute.

Time frames can be affected by applicable legal requirements. The parties and the provider share
accountability for compliance with established time frames.
It is also helpful if the progress of the dispute is tracked and the parties are informed of the progress, or
such tracking information is made available to the parties and to the dispute resolvers.
Timeliness is also important when the parties are entitled to use judicial procedures or the methods
of another provider within a certain time period. If the dispute-resolution process is prolonged, the
abi l ity to fi le a c a s e i n cour t cou ld b e i mp e de d . Ti mel i ne s s c an b e b e s t ach ieve d when the organ i z ation’s
repre s entative i n a d i s pute -re s olution pro ce s s i s either ve s te d with cle arly defi ne d authority to s e ttle

disputes, or can quickly obtain authorization from others in the organization.
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Annex I
(informative)
Guidance on transparency
I.1

General

Adequate information about the dispute-resolution process, the provider and its performance should
be disclosed to complainants, organizations and the public.
Organizations should ensure that this information is made available to all relevant interested parties.

I.2

Information about process, methods and performance

Useful information about the provider’s services and performance can include:
— complete contact information for the provider;
— types of disputes handled and types of methods provided;
— the manner in which particular methods of dispute resolution can be initiated, including any
fees imposed;
— the manner of participation by the parties (in person or by telephone, by mail or online);
—

the

man ner

of

qua l i fyi ng ,

dispute resolvers;

s ele c ti ng

and

cha l lengi ng

the

qua l i fic ation s

and

i mp ar ti a l ity

of

— bases for deciding disputes (e.g. law, equity, codes of conduct) and available remedies;
— time frames that will be observed;
—

identi fic ation o f the s tep s le ad i ng to the en forcement o f a de term i nati ve de c i s ion or awa rd;

—

the p ol ic y a s to con fidentia l ity;

— whether a provider receives funding from the organization that is a party to a dispute, and
what safeguards are in place to ensure that this funding does not affect particular settlements,
recommendations or determinative decisions.

I.3

Annual report

Organizations should recognize that publication of a provider’s annual report can give a meaningful
evaluation of a provider and its performance. The annual report can include:
— the number of disputes received, the number resolved and not resolved in each dispute-resolution
method, and the number of recommendations or determinative decisions providing all, some or
none of the relief requested;
— the timeliness of case resolutions;
—

identi fic ation o f s ys tem ic problem s identi fie d th rough the d i s pute -re s olution pro ce s s .

P ubl i s he d data shou ld no t b e identi fie d with a p a r tic u l ar organ i z ation u n le s s it agre e s .
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I.4

Publication of individual dispute-resolution results

I n appropriate ci rc um s tance s (e . g. the ca s e volu me i s low and the e duc ationa l b enefit i s h igh)
wh i le

pre s er vi ng

the

prom i s e d

con fidenti a l ity,

the

te xt

of

i nd ividua l

d i s pute -re s olution

and

re s u lts

(recommendations, determinative decisions, settlements or related information) can be published if all
parties agree.
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Annex J
(informative)
Guidance on selecting providers
Factors that should be considered by the organization when selecting a provider include:
— whether, in the estimation of the organization, the provider has chosen to use this document or any
other relevant dispute-resolution standard;
— the provider’s reputation with the organization’s customers, consumer and industry associations,
the media and consumer protection agencies of government;
— where available, results obtained from independent evaluations, management reviews or customer
surveys that can show trends (e.g. in performance);
— recommendations from other organizations that have used a provider’s services;
— the extent to which the provider and its methods are consistent with the organization’s values;
—

the provider ’s e xp erience, the provider ’s fi na nci a l cond ition, and the l i kel i ho o d th at it c an me e t its

obligations to the organization and the organization’s complainants;

— whether the provider’s methods can be coordinated with the organization’s complaints-handling
and other operational processes, including the use of technology for information exchange;
— the extent to which the provider’s procedures meet the organization’s needs, including how the
cases can be presented to the dispute resolver (e.g. orally or in writing);
— the extent to which the dispute-resolution methods offered by the provider facilitate early resolution
of disputes;
— direct and indirect costs to the organization and its complainants;
— the extent to which the provider has adequate resources to receive, track and resolve the types and
volume of disputes that it has agreed to handle;
—

whe ther the provider employs , or has acce s s to , a s u ffic ient nu mb er o f ade quately trai ne d d i s pute

resolvers and technical experts (including legal experts);

— whether the provider has the means to handle disputes where the organization and complainant
reside at great distance from each other, such as in cross-border situations;
— whether the provider has processes in place to monitor, evaluate and continually improve its
dispute-resolution services.
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Annex K
(informative)
Guidance on dispute-resolution policy
K.1

Making advance commitment

In determining whether to make an advance commitment to dispute resolution, the organization should
consider the value of this advance commitment to the organization’s overall customer satisfaction
efforts, and to other policies and objectives of the organization. The organization should consider
factors such as:
— the possible enhancement of the organization’s overall reputation;
—

identi fic ation o f a ny appl ic able s tatutor y and regu lator y re qu i rements or i ncentive s;

— any requirements or incentives to participate in an association’s dispute-resolution programme;
— the utility to the organization’s quality and improvement processes of the provider’s statistical
reporting data;
— the possible advantage of an advance commitment in encouraging customer willingness to use
the process;
— the typical monetary value of resolutions sought by complainants;
— the opportunity to reduce costs that can otherwise be incurred in litigation;
— the number of complaints that are expected to remain unresolved by the organization’s internal
complaints-handling process.

K.2

Case-by-case participation

If the organization does not make an advance commitment to dispute resolution, it should disseminate
to all employees involved with complaints handling the criteria for determining when it will participate
in dispute resolution on a case-by-case basis. Such criteria should consider factors such as:
— the amount in dispute and other relief sought;
—

any b enefits to avoid i ng cour t pro ce e d i ngs , s uch a s re duce d co s ts;

—

identi fic ation o f appl ic able s tatutor y or regu lator y re qu i rements or i ncentive s;

— the potential impact of not resolving the dispute on the organization’s relationship with that
customer, and on the organization’s overall reputation.
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Annex L
(informative)
Guidance on elements of design for dispute resolution
There are many designs for dispute resolution, each offering its own advantages and disadvantages. The
guiding principles are used in different ways in different designs. These can be established by providers
that offer dispute resolution in the marketplace generally, or by providers that are associations or are
selected by associations to provide dispute resolution to members and others.
Table L.1 is intended to illustrate different elements of dispute-resolution design and is not intended to
be comprehensive.

Table L.1 — Guidance on elements of design for dispute resolution
Design elements
What options are available in terms of the provider’s
legal structure?
What types of disputes will be handled by the provider?

Examples
I ndu s tr y a s s o c i atio n; con s u mer a s s o c i ation; no n-p ro fit

organization; commercial organization; sole proprietor.
N on- fu l fi l ment o f the wa r ra nty, l ack o f ti mel i ne s s o f

delivery, untruthfulness of advertising, breach of contract, performance-related liability.
What methods of dispute resolution will be offered?
Facilitative, advisory, and/or determinative (binding
or non-binding).
H ow wi l l d i s p ute re s olution b e fi n a nce d?
Fees from one or both parties; association membership
dues; government or charitable grants.
What methods of dispute resolution will be used in an Facilitation only; determinative decision only; facilitaindividual dispute?
tion followed by determinative decision, if needed.
W h at wi l l b e the qua l i fic ation s o f d i s p ute re s ol vers?
Must undergo 40 h of training; must have 10 years of
relevant experience; must be lawyers.
How will independence be achieved?
Ethical code; balanced multi-stakeholder governing
body; dispute resolvers not employed by the provider; dispute resolvers insulated from other provider
personnel.
What criteria will be used for dispute-resolution deci- Strict application of legal principles; application of
sions?
code of conduct; and/or equity.
In what time frames will disputes be resolved?
Decisions in 60 days; facilitation will be attempted for
40 days before decision.
In what form will dispute resolution be accessible?
In person; by telephone; by written submissions;
online.
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Annex M
(informative)
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Figure M.1 illustrates the various steps of dispute resolution.
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NOTE
A complainant can exercise his/her rights to go outside the dispute resolution process at any time
and at any stage. This can be subject to restrictions depending on the circumstances (e.g. in business-tobusiness contexts).
F
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wish. With updates supplied as soon as they’re available, you can be sure your
documentation is current. For further information, email subscriptions@bsigroup.com.

Revisions
Our British Standards and other publications are updated by amendment or revision.
We continually improve the quality of our products and services to benef t your
business. If you f nd an inaccuracy or ambiguity within a British Standard or other
BSI publication please inform the Knowledge Centre.

Useful Contacts

Customer Services
Tel: +44 345 086 9001
Email (orders): orders@bsigroup. com
Email (enquiries): cservices@bsigroup. com
Subscriptions
Tel: +44 345 086 9001
Email: subscriptions@bsigroup. com
Knowledge Centre
Tel: +44 20 8996 7004
Email: knowledgecentre@bsigroup. com
Copyright & Licensing
Tel: +44 20 8996 7070
Email: copyright@bsigroup. com
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389 Chiswick High Road London W4 4AL UK
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